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The Department of Cultural Affairs’ Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery is pleased to present 
the first institutional solo exhibition in Los Angeles by artist Mariah Garnett (b. 1979, 
Portland, ME). Surveying Garnett’s work to date, the exhibition includes a selection of her 
films and installations from 2010 to the present day, alongside related prints. 

At the heart of the exhibition will be an installation of her new film Trouble, a feature-length 
experimental documentary about the artist’s burgeoning relationship with her father, 
whom she only met in adulthood. The film travels to his native Belfast, in Northern Ireland, 
where Garnett immerses herself in past and present political struggles, collapsing the city’s 
legacy of sectarian violence and her father’s Civil Rights activism with the landscape of the 
present day. The film highlights the ways in which people, as much as places, can carry 
traces of past histories. A deeply personal investigation, Trouble has been in the making 
for over four years and represents the culmination of all of the works in the exhibition.

Garnett’s earlier work ranges around seemingly disparate subject matter, from war 
veterans turned Hollywood stuntmen in Full Burn (2014) to a friendship with a gender 
ambivalent ten year old in Picaresques (2011). What unites the films, however, is a conscious 
dismantling of the power structures surrounding representation in mainstream cinema. To 
do this, she incorporates the process of making the film into the film itself, often appearing 
on screen as both herself and impersonating her subjects. The works ultimately become 
portraits of relationships between unlikely companions mediated by the camera and the 
power dynamics involved in that exchange. 

Garnett’s works deconstruct the conventional hierarchy between filmmaker and subject, a 
mode that has historically been the purview of directors who are economically, racially and 
gender privileged. By including her own image, Garnett positions queerness in relationship 
to subject matter that on the surface may seem disconnected from LGBT identity. The films 
simultaneously acknowledge a natural human desire for contact with ‘the other’ and the 
legacies of abuse that have surrounded the mediation of that desire through history. In 
this way, Garnett creates a space in her films where more than one thing can be true.

Mariah Garnett holds an MFA from Calarts in Film/Video and a BA from Brown University 
in American Civilization. Her work has been screened and exhibited nationally and 
internationally, including at the following venues: The Hammer Museum’s 2014 Made In 
LA, The New Museum, Goldsmiths College, Chisenhale Gallery, among others. She lives 
and works in Los Angeles.
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Interview with Mariah Garnett by curator Ciara Moloney

Ciara Moloney: Hey Mariah! Let’s start from the very start. Firstly, how did you know you 
wanted to be an artist and secondly, what drew you to film?

Mariah Garnett: Well, I never wanted to be an artist, for starters. Actually when I was a 
kid I thought I was going to be a Shakespearean actor, and then later a marine biologist 
(turns out I'm just gay). I took a documentary production class at Brown with Tony Cokes 
- that made me want to make documentary films. He introduced me to the idea that 
documentaries are more of a reflection of the filmmaker’s subjectivity than a statement of 
fact and I took that idea and ran with it.

CM: Any other formative influences? 

MG: I moved to LA after college to pursue commercial and music video directing, but I kept 
getting confused about it artistically – like "is this German dish soap commercial really a 
reflection of my voice as an artist?" – which, obviously, it wasn't. So I went to CalArts to get 
an MFA in Film/video. It afforded me the time, space and feedback I needed to figure out 
what I was trying to say and how.

CM: Did CalArts shape the direction you ended up taking?

MG: Yes, absolutely. Through both my peer group and the faculty there. I worked closely 
with Berenice Reynaud and Thom Andersen and they shaped the way I thought about 
filmmaking. I had a whopper of a ‘Saturn Returns’ in that year: I came out, met my dad for 
the first time, quit being an industry director and went to art school.

CM: It feels salient that you first met your father during this crucial moment, because he 
features fairly prominently in your new show at the Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery. Was 
he a catalyst in any way?

MG: I think something shifted radically in meeting him.  

CM: This is captured in Trouble, right? This is the film you've been working for five years and 
that now you're showing for the first time in this exhibition. At what point did you decide to 
make this work – do you film things in your everyday life and decide what to do with them 
later, or do you go about it consciously?

MG: I went about it consciously. Usually I'll meet someone and get what I call an "art 
crush" (for lack of a better word) on them. Usually they’re outgoing and performative - I 



find myself enamored and then start making work about them. In the case of Picaresques, 
I was obsessed with Catalina de Erauso for 8 years before I did anything about it. It took 
meeting Phoebe, whose bravado sort of matched this historical figure, to really start 
making work about it. With Peter Berlin, I saw his movies and thought they were so wild... 
Both unfolded simultaneously over a 3 year period. With my dad, he was making contact 
with his family for the first time since 1971. So I went into the project thinking I'd make this 
film with us getting to know each other and he's getting to know his family again. I knew 
about the news footage but had never seen it.

CM: This is the 1970s documentary that the BBC made about your father and his relationship 
with a Catholic girl. 

MG: Yes, it was sort of a legend about why he left. 

CM: Why did Trouble end up as a feature film? Did it feel more personal than your other 
works?

MG: It was just such a big, layered story I knew I wouldn't be able to tell it in 20 minutes. Yes, 
the stakes were way higher. In my other work, my relationship with the subject is generally 
confined to the making of the film.

CM: When you first showed me Trouble, I was so moved by how you depicted your father 
and your relationship with him. There are lots of complex ideas throughout - the ways you 
deconstruct binaries of gender, Protestant/Catholic, narrative etc. However, it’s the film’s 
emotional heart that is seductive, it ropes you into staying, watching and engaging with 
those more profound elements...

MG: Yes, I think that's what holds it together. I wouldn't have made a movie about the 
Northern Irish conflict without that. I wanted viewers to feel my experience more than for 
me to show it to them. Obviously it will resonate differently for people who lived through the 
conflict - a lot of the historical lines are so well-trodden that they're potentially reductive, 
but Americans may not know anything about it.

CM: That's something we have to figure out as we engage with visitors.

MG: Yes, I’m hoping that Americans will see the link to here and now. I'll also say, that I 
gained my own relationship to that place, history, and politic, and I have a deep love and 
respect for the people of Northern Ireland and their indomitable spirit. I think they use 
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queer tactics to deal with the threat of random, identity-based violence in daily life. 

CM: Zooming back out a little, can you tell me when you first decided to include yourself in 
the films? 

MG: I just always have. I'm not very interested in directing actors - I think there's a striving for 
verisimilitude in acting that I don't really care about; I'm more interested in performance, in 
why someone wants to get up in front of an audience or a camera and what happens when 
they do. I don't care about reproducing something “real”, because we all know it’s not real. 
For me to make something "real" I have to cop to the fact that I'm doing it.

CM: Do you see a relationship between the other works in the show or do you consider 
them discrete projects? You mentioned an interest in masculinity before and, to me, it 
appears like they all point to the ways that gender is performed...

MG: They are all related. I screened all my work in a row at Echo Park Film Center last year 
and it almost felt like one long film, but the way I make them is very much separate. This  
show isn't all my work, it's the main ones that all in some ways culminate in Trouble. I was 
thinking of the structure of it as being similar to Picaresques, for instance, which has 4 or 
5 modes of camera: 2 types of re-enactment, conventional narrative and home video style 
footage, both of me and Phoebe and also from my perspective, alone.

CM: To highlight the artifice of what you were creating?

MG: Yes, I also like to look at things from all sides and I can’t do that with just one mode of 
production.

CM: This is your first institutional solo exhibition in Los Angeles - how does it feel to see this 
survey of the past ten years? 

MG: It feels great! I like that it’s in LA because LA has been the subject of most of my work to 
date, or at least a background player. I do feel like this marks the beginning of a new phase 
in my career, in terms of the kind of work I will make moving forward. I usually work with 
found text between these bigger “documentary” projects but really, I have no idea what 
the ramifications of finishing this film will have on my work. It may change completely.

CM: I look forward to seeing what you come up with next. Thank you so much Mariah!
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List of works

Do You Trust The Mad Major, acrylic ink on denim flag, 5 x 3 feet, 2018

Encounters I May Or May Not Have Had With Peter Berlin, 16mm transferred to HD video, 14:00 
minutes, 2012

Encounters I May Or May Not Have Had With Peter Berlin (installation), 16 mm film, 16 mm projectors, 
wood pedestals, discoball, dimensions variable, 2010

Falls Road Burns Malone Road Fiddles, house paint on canvas, dimensions variable, 2019

Full Burn, HD video, 20:00 minutes, 2014

Garbage, The City, And Death, digital video, 7:32 minutes, 2010

Loyal Spiderman, archival inkjet print, 11 x 17 inches, 2016, courtesy of the artist

Picaresques, HD video, 23:00 minutes. 2011

Rent Strike Here, acrylic on paper, 25 x 19 inches, 2018

Piderman, 16 mm loop, 0:10 seconds, 2012

Trouble, HD video, 83:00 minutes, 2019

All works courtesy of the artist



Established in 1954, the Los Angeles 
Municipal Art Gallery (LAMAG) is the 
longest-running institution in Los 
Angeles devoted solely to exhibiting 
art. The gallery’s exhibitions, 
educational and public programs 
aim to inspire conversation about 
contemporary issues. LAMAG is 
a facility of the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Cultural Affairs.


